Norrebro
Copenhagen at its graffiti-scarred best, jam-packed with indie cafes and rocking retro treasures and buried national legends.

Vesterbro
The pinnacle of Copenhagen cool, where post-industrial bars, eateries and galleries mix it with vintage thrift shops and the odd porn peddler.

Slotsholmen
Parliamentary palace, medieval ruins, blue-blooded artefacts and a gob-smacking library; tiny Slotsholmen packs a powerful punch.

Nørreport
An appetite-piquing, soul-stirring feast of market produce, artistic masterpieces, royal turrets and jewels, and dashing parklands.

Nyhavn & the Royal Quarter
Masts and maritime buildings, a rococo royal palace and the world’s most famous mermaid – welcome to the city of postcard images.

Tivoli Gardens
Copenhagen’s bustling core, home to the cultural blockbuster Nationalmuseet and ageless charmer Tivoli Gardens.

Strøget & Around
Nordic fashion flagships, buzzing cafes and bars, and twisting cobbled streets draw the crowds in Copenhagen’s historic heart.

Christiania
Scandinavia’s answer to Amsterdam, pimped with cosy canals, boats and cafes, and the pot-scented streets of all-living commune Christiania.